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Gay & Lesbian Network 

@GLNkzn            Gay Lesbian Network 

GayLesbianKZN 

VISION 

To be a leading LGBTI organisation in Africa promoting 
equality, human rights and upliftment of LGBTI people. 

 

MISSION 

GLN ensures the upliftment and recognition of the LGBTI 
community through creative programmes for community 

members, service providers, religious and traditional       
leaders. 

 

Core Values 
Our core values are equality, respect and acceptance. 

Physical Address: 19 Connaught Road, Scottsville,    

 Pietermaritzburg, 3201  

Telephone: +2733 342 6165 

Email: info@gaylesbian.org.za 

Postal: PO Box 100969, Scottsville, 3209, Pietermaritzburg 

www.gaylesbian.org.za 

mailto:info@gaylesbian.org.za
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Message from 
the Chairperson 
 

It is a great pleasure to write the introduction to the 
Gay and Lesbian Network’s (GLN) first annual report. 

 

I must thank my predecessors Vulindlela Nyoni, Laura 
Maxwell Stuart and Heidi van Rooyen for having 
served GLN conscientiously, assisting in facilitating its 
growth in vision and reach.  

 

It is as a result of this growth that GLN currently has 
four programmes: Research; Outreach; Creating an 
Enabling Environment and Health which are all ser-
viced by the Rainbow Theatre Group; Media & Com-
munications Department and the Finance Depart-
ment. 

 

Over the past 15 years, GLN has improved a strategy 
that has often distinguished it from other Lesbian, 
Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Intersex, Asexual 
(LGBTQIA+) organisations, which is greater communi-
ty involvement.  

 

As an element of the work, the programme staff 
works with various stakeholders in the community, 
and not only LGBTIQA+ identifying persons and allies. 
This has assisted in emphasising the already bela-
boured point that we are united in our diversity. 

 

As is the nature of Non-Profit Organisations (NPO’s), 
the executive committee (board) has as its core inter-
est, the beneficiaries and the programme activities, 
yet their primary role is one of governance.  

 

With that there is often a focus on matters of finance 
and staffing. We, as the board, have to balance safe-
guarding the limited resources of GLN whilst promot-
ing the furtherance of programme work.  

 

One of the changes implemented over the past year is 
the move from a cash-based to an accrual-based ac-
counting system. We are hopeful that this gives a bet-
ter indication of the financial position of GLN. 

 

The board also had the pleasure of approving the new 
strategic plan for the organisation that sees it enhanc-
ing its national footprint and continental reach. Ms 
Berenice Meintjes facilitated the discussion effortless-
ly and we owe her a debt of gratitude. 

 

We have also bid farewell to three board members 
over the course of 2016/7: 

Prof Thabo Msibi, who has assumed additional re-
sponsibilities once he was appointed the Dean of 
the School of Education at the University of Kwa-
Zulu-Natal; 

Ms Zina Anastasiou, who has additional functions as 
the High Court Unit Manager of Legal Aid South 
Africa’s Pietermaritzburg office; and 

Ms Ashlyn Meyer whose work commitments were 
becoming ever-more demanding. 

We cannot sufficiently convey our heartfelt thanks to 
the members of the board, both past and present, for 
their service and commitment over the years. 

 

There have also been a few changes in staff, most no-
tably in the Finance Department and management of 
GLN: 

Ms Nokuthula (Thuli) Mjwara served as Programme 
Manager for over 4 years. She relocated to the 
Western Cape. The position of Programme Man-

Our  programmes work in various communities to raise awareness of LGBTI+  rights . 
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ager was restructured to that of Operational Man-
ager; 

Mr Pierre Buckley served as Operational Manager for 
approximately 6 months thereafter relocated to 
Gauteng; 

Ms Tasneem Khan, consultant Bookkeeper, who had 
diligently served GLN under the auspices of Un-
gana Consulting for about 10 years; and 

Ms Qiniso Ntuli, who is the new Finance Officer. This is 
an amalgamation of the Finance Officer and 
Bookkeeper positions. 

 

The NPO sector is facing funding challenges and GLN 
has not escaped unscathed. The Sexual and Reproduc-
tive Health Rights project funded by the AIDS Founda-
tion of South Africa (AFSA), operating under the 
Health Programme, has drawn to a close. The Togeth-
er Tomorrow project, under the Research Pro-
gramme, which is funded by the Human Sciences Re-
search Council (HSRC) will similarly be ending shortly. 

 

Unfortunately, Terre des Hommes Schweiz (TDH) did 
not enter into a long-term agreement with GLN to 
fund the My Body, My Rights, My Responsibility pro-
ject, as anticipated. This has had quite a significant 
impact on the programmatic work of GLN as it was 
intended that the project would draw on the core 
work of the various programmes of GLN.  

 

The support received from TDH over the years has not 
gone unnoticed; with thanks to TDH and its commit-
ment to more formalized capacity building for staff, 
three co-ordinators have begun courses in project 
management. 

 

There has been a continued impetus in claiming, re-
claiming and affirming safe spaces in various parts of 
Pietermaritzburg. This would not have been possible 
without the breath-taking performances of the Rain-
bow Theatre Group who workshop their material and 
wish to expand the scope of their work. 

 

GLN has remained vibrant even through ‘less than fab-
ulous’ financial times. I am hopeful that it will allow 
the organisation to review various aspects of spend-
ing and income-generation. It may be time to appeal 
that the Rainbow Rand be directed towards funding 
the critical work of LGBTIQA+ organisations such as 
GLN.  

 

The Director, Mr Anthony Waldhausen, and staff have 
formulated various income-generation strategies in 
order to reduce GLN’s reliance on donor funding. I 
am, once more, encouraged that local organisations 
and beneficiaries have continued to support GLN. 

 

I owe a heartfelt thank you to everyone who has 
worked with GLN. The staff, volunteers and board 
members give graciously of their time. Donors give 
generously of their funds and the beneficiaries have 
entrusted us to promote equality, acceptance and 
dignity. 

 

Thank you for having allowed me the privilege to 
serve. 

 

 Nkululeko Conco 

GLN Chairperson 

March 2018  

The GLN staff received certificates after completing a course on Powerful Conversations: Conversations that 

Transform, with Korumo.  
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Message from 
the Director 
 
The Gay and Lesbian Network (GLN), which was es-
tablished in 2003 has grown from a pioneering organi-
sation to a more professional organisation. 

 

GLN started out to provide a social space organising 
pageants, film screenings and social events at differ-
ent venues in Pietermaritzburg. These social events 
attracted both the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, 
intersex (LGBTI+) and heterosexual communities, 
which was supported by large numbers. 

 

These events attracted some that needed to discuss 
their personal issues and in 2009 we launched a tele-
phonic helpline that provided psychosocial support 
and support groups. This expanded to face to face 
counselling and these services were provided by lay 
counsellors that were trained by Lifeline PMB. 

 

The first office of GLN was situated at the boardroom 
at the Kismet Hotel, which was also the space where 
we hosted many social events. GLN would like to ex-
press its heartfelt appreciation to Mervin Chetty of 
the Kismet Hotel who provided a venue and other 
support to kick-start GLN. 

 

Since 2003, and after receiving our first grant from 
Atlantic Philanthropies in 2006 and who funded us for 
five years, assisted us in developing programmatic 
intervention in support of the LGBTI+ community in 

Pietermaritzburg and expanded to other parts of 
KwaZulu-Natal.  

GLN was able to develop programmes around creat-
ing an enabling environment through advocacy and 
sensitizing key government service providers like the 
South African Police Services, health, education and 
social development. This also included working with 
non-profit organisations in the area of religion, tradi-
tional leadership and healers.  

 

The outreach programme focused on working at a 
community level and setting support groups for 
LGBTI+ persons in their communities. The health pro-
gramme provided psychosocial support and education 
around health related issues affecting LGBTI+ people, 
especially around HIV and AIDS.  

 

We also included using theatre as a means to creative-
ly spread the message of inclusion using community 
theatre, which is well accepted in all communities 
where it is presented. 

 

We have included two more areas of focus which in-
cludes research that looks to guide GLN program-
ming, and to contribute to external policies and legis-
lation. The media and communication department 
focuses in creating messaging for the organisation 
and programmes. 

 

Through our work we have now developed a new 
strategy which aims to build on its experience to cre-
ate a stronger LGBTI+ movement in Africa. A unique 
contribution of GLN has been advocacy and sensitisa-
tion training to shift attitudes and improve services to 
the LGBTI+ community. GLN plans to formalise the 
training and offer it more broadly, as requested. 

The Gay & Lesbian Network collaborated with St Alphege’s Church in Scottsville to have a Candle Light Vigil. The Vigil 

was held to raise awareness on the plight of hate crimes affecting the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex 

(LGBTI+) community. 
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The GLN staff involved in Monitoring and Evaluation training in January 2018 

Although GLN will continue to be based in KwaZulu-
Natal, the scope of the work plans to be national and 
to extend to Africa. This has already started taking 
place by working with different organisations in other 
provinces of South Africa, and other countries in Afri-
ca. There are an increasing number of requests for 
support from LGBTI+ organisations in other parts of 
Africa, wishing to learn from the GLN experience and 
model. 

 

GLN’s strength lies in its work in forming networks 
and partnerships with a wide range of government 
departments, civil society organisations, media, high-
er education institutions and international donors.  
Over the years, GLN has had a high media profile and 
worked closely with the media to spread its message 
and work. 

 

The GLN has been awarded the following human 
rights awards: 

 Love to Live Human Rights award in recognition 
of selfless commitment and sacrifice for human 
rights in South Africa and abroad – 2014 

 Special distinction award from the French Nation-
al Consultative Commission on Human Rights. The 
distinction has been granted in recognition of 
GLNs work and active involvement in supporting 
the advancement of Human Rights in South Afri-
ca, especially with regards to fighting against hu-
man rights violations on the grounds of sexual 
orientation and gender – 2012 

  

We have also seen the development of GLN staff over 
the years, which has seen them receive ongoing train-
ing, and development in all areas including project 
management and in the fields of their programmes. 

 

GLN, like all non-profit organisations in South Africa, 
face constant challenges to secure funding in a cli-
mate that keeps on changing. At the moment GLN 
receives 80% of its funding from international donors.  
 
We have developed a fundraising strategy that would 
look at other means of funding, which would include 
income generation, targeting individuals for personal 
donations and bequests, and to include local corpo-
rates as well. 
 
I have been fortunate to have had the support from 
our board over the past years and include all the 
board chairpersons, which include Vulindlela Nyoni, 
Laura Maxwell Stuart and Heidi van Rooyen and Nku-
luleko Conco who have provided me with advice and 
all forms of support to develop me as a leader. Their 
ongoing support and strategic direction has contribut-
ed towards how GLN has evolved. 
 
The growth of GLN from its pioneering times to where 
it is today makes it poised to become a leading LGBTI+ 
organisation in South Africa, and hopefully in Africa.  
 
We need to acknowledge all the staff, volunteers and 
board members both past and present who have 
made GLN what it is today and have managed to leave 
an impact on our beneficiaries who have benefited 
from our programme and services. 
 
It is hoped that LGBTI+ persons will be respected, ac-
cepted and be treated with equality through the work 
of our programmes. 
 

 Anthony Waldhausen 
GLN Director 

March 2018  
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Outreach  
Programme  
 

The Outreach programme aims to empower the 

LGBTI+ community to take ownership of their rights, 

engage in self-development activities, and to foster 

acceptance and equality by the local communities. As 

well as to improve accessibility to safe spaces and sup-

port for LGBTI+ people within their communities, 

thereby assisting in improving relationships based on 

understanding and respect between family members, 

stakeholders, communities and LGBTI+ people. 

 

Projects under the Outreach Programme: 

The Outreach Programme has implemented the fol-

lowing projects within different municipalities in Kwa-

Zulu-Natal, 

 Zenzele youth project.  

 Establish and support community structures serv-

ing LGBTI+’s.  

 Create a better understanding about LGBTI+ is-

sues in the communities. 

 Facilitate and support of support groups (gender 

based violence, parents and guardians) 

 Running of LGBTI safe spaces. 

 

The Zenzele youth project aimed to address discrimi-

nation of LGBTI+ youth and youth in general. The pro-

ject also seeked to reduce the current rate of unem-

ployment of youth in the Edendale area.   

 

Through the project, we facilitated various trainings in 

developing youth such as Personal Development, Pos-

itive Living, Basic Financial trainings, Government Par-

ticipation, training on Legal and Human Rights, Con-

flict Management, and reporting of Gender-based vio-

lence and hate crimes.  

 

Together with the Health Programme, we have also 

done training on Sexual Awareness and Sexual and 

Reproductive Health Rights.  

Establishment and supporting of community struc-

tures activities: 

 Conducting feasibility studies and needs assess-

ment of LGBTI+s 

 Leadership skills training (1-week In-house train-

ing) 

 Managing diversity youth camp 

 Advocacy and awareness' training (1 week In-

house) 

 Learning and sharing Workshop (in-house 3days) 

 Safe space programme  

 Awareness and reporting of hate crimes cases 

 

Areas which are covered by outreach programme 

 UMgungundlovu district—Umsunduzi municipali-

ty  

 Pietermaritzburg 

 uThukela district—Emnambithi municipality  

 Ladysmith, Escort and Bergville 

 UThungulu district—uMlalazi municipality 

 Richards bay 

 Amajuba district—New castle municipality  

 Newcastle 

 

Safe Spaces  

Mvelo  

Zethembe 

Pride for legend’s 

Pearls of Wisdom LGBTI 

Impiloyami LGBTI (DUT) 

Chasu LGBTI (UKZN) 

Londeka Xulu 

Outreach Coordinator 

March 2018  

The participants have made great achievements 

after completing  the Zenzele Youth programme.  

59% 
22% 

10% 
9% 

Employment Back to school 

Small businesses Rehabilitation services 
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The participants of Zenzele Youth Project at their graduation where they received certificates of attendance.  

The Gay & Lesbian Network Outreach team, together with members of the LGBTI+ community, were at the La-
dysmith Magistrates Court, for a “corrective” rape case. The GLN team has been supporting the victim and get-
ting her the help that she requires.  A "corrective rape" is a hate crime in which one or more people are raped 
because of their perceived sexual orientation or gender identity. The common intended consequence of the 

rape, as seen by the perpetrator, is to turn the person heterosexual or to enforce conformity with gender stere-
otypes. The tern was coined in South Africa, and we have one of the highest incidence rates in the world. 
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Creating an 
 Enabling  
Environment 
 

The Creating an Enabling Environment (CEE) Pro-
gramme aims to enable key stakeholders to respond 
to the rights of the LGBTI+ community and they are 
made accountable for secondary victimization.   

 

Through this program, the Gay & Lesbian Network 
(GLN) advocates for change that focuses on engaging 
the key stakeholders at provincial and local levels in 
education, awareness raising and intervention.  

 

This is done by addressing discrimination, victimisa-
tion, lack of realisation of rights, bullying (especially in 
schools), and systematic failure of service providers to 
provide services, this also includes traditional courts 
and religious gatekeeping. 

 

Strategic objective:  

Strategic Objective: Key stakeholders have been made 
aware of LGBTI issues and are responding appropri-
ately to LGBTI needs. 

 

Sub objective:  

Communities, their leaders, and the health, police and 
targeted educational institutions in the area, which 
they serve, provide an enabling and supportive envi-
ronment for LGBTI residents. 

This objective has been achieved through the imple-
mentation of a number of activities, listed as follows: 

 

 Hate crime workshops with key stakeholders 

 Serving on accountability structures such as the 

Hate Crime Working Group 

  Distribution of Hate Crime booklets 

 Gender & Sexuality sensitization 

 Dialogues with traditional leaders 

 Gender Sensitization Workshops with government 
stakeholders 

 Human and Legal Rights Workshops 

 Dialogues on Homosexuality and the Bible 

 Dialogues on Ancestry and Homosexuality 

 Gender Sensitization with academic students 

 Reporting of hate crime cases (HCWG) 

 

The CEE programme has made great strides in educat-
ing and raising awareness on the rights of the LGBTI 
community, which are human rights, to the LGBTI+ 
community, the general community and stakeholders 
on the rights and issues of the LGBTI+ community. 

 

We have made great progress in educating and train-
ing of community gatekeepers, government stake-
holders, to serving on Provincial and National struc-
ture of the Department of Justice and Constitutional 
Development Task team on Hate Crimes.  

 

We have worked successfully with a variety of clergy, 
student clergy and religious fraternities with the part-
nership of the Ujaama School of Theology in the Pie-
termaritzburg University of Kwa-Zulu Natal (UKZN).  

 

GLN has a memorandum of understanding with UKZN, 
which has proved successful in hosting dialogues dis-
cussing homosexuality, the bible and the view of the 
church with regards to the LGBTI+ community.  

 

This is done over a period of 2 days, with the first day 
focusing on Gender and Sexuality Training and the 
second day looking at what the bible truly says about 
homosexuality.   GLN conducts sexual and gender di-
versity trainings with clergy students and in the past 
has opened its doors to these students who were 
serving their internship within GLN.  

 

The CEE programme with health care providers at the Taylor’s Halt Clinic.  
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Through the implementation of these dialogues, we 
have found that working with religious leaders is a 
process, as although we may sensitize and conduct a 
biblical study session, there is a need for follow up 
workshops.  

 

With support from organisations such as UJaama, 
school of theology: the KwaZulu Natal Christian Coun-
cil of Churches as well as the KwaZulu Regional Chris-
tian Council of Churches, we have ensured that GLN is 
able to access the gatekeepers and create safe spaces 
for the GLN facilitators as well as the faith leaders.  

 

These partnerships have been highly valuable, as they 
have played a huge role in the program reaching reli-
gious leaders within Eshowe, Estcourt and PMB Mid-
lands area.  

 

GLN, in partnership with the Other foundation, hosted 
a historical regional conference entitled 
“Homophobia and the churches: a dialogue.  A region-
al dialogue of more than 100 participants representing 
church-based LGBTI groups, interested ministers from 
local congregations and church leadership structures, 
leaders of ecumenical organizations and representa-
tives of LGBTI+ community groups from 13 countries 
was held in Pietermaritzburg, South Africa, on 7 and 8 
April 2016.  

 

Through this programme, GLN has been successful in 
training and working with traditional leaders in areas 
such as Estcourt, Ladysmith, Pietermaritzburg, 
Eshowe and Mafakatini.  

 

In the year 2016-2017 GLN has successfully sensitized 
and trained three traditional courts within Estcourt, 2 
in Pietermaritzburg and have been invited to continue 
these trainings within iNanda.  

The year 2016/2017 saw the adoption and continuation 
of the EU funded Khulumani Collective project.  This 
project focuses on LGBTI living in rural areas focusing 
on the thematic areas of land, health and housing is-
sues.  

 

Consultative dialogues as well as Sexual and Gender 
sensitization have been conducted with traditional 
leadership baseline in Vulindlela, baselines in Cator 
Ridge, Elandskop as well as Ladysmith.  

 

The Gay & Lesbian Network was acknowledged for 
the pioneering work in sensitization of traditional 
leadership, creating a bridge between our African 
leaders and those who have been shunned within our 
communities. 

 

The Gay and Lesbian Network has also been able to 
reach the community-based police stations. The train-
ing of police members from the South African Police 
Services (SAPS) has led to positive change noted thus 
far, although working with criminal justice system 
partners has also had its fair share of challenges.  

 

The schedules for stakeholders for the trainings, ac-
cessing the magistrates and courts, and bureaucracy 
were amongst the challenges experienced. Partner-
ships and networks have allowed for the GLN to adapt 
and resolve such challenges.  

 

In 2014 and 2015, GLN reached Plessislaer and eM-
phophomeni police station and in 2015, reached the 
Taylors Holt police station. This police station serves 
the community of Elandskop, Taylor’s Holt, Mafakatini 
and Vulindlela.    These are rural areas which are still 
governed by chiefs and a tribal council.  

 

The GLN has sensitized the SAPS as well as strength-

The CEE programme discussing LGBTI+ matters with clergy members and theologians.  
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ened partnerships with key stakeholders namely the 
Gender desk paralegal.  

 

This has allowed GLN to reach members of the Com-
munity Police Forum and police members who we 
were experiencing challenges within the past. We 
have successfully sensitized and monitored 12 clinics 
within the Pietermaritzburg area. 

 

GLN continues to play a role on the issue of hate 
crimes and serve on the Hate Crime Working Group 
(HCWG) and their activities.  In November 2015, GLN 
was nominated by the Provincial task team to repre-
sent the Kwa-Zulu Natal LGBTI+ task team at the Na-
tional task team meetings, which is led by the Deputy 
General of the Department of Justice and Constitu-
tional Development. This has been very helpful with 
the successful follow-up and supporting of hate crime 
cases.  

 

We have also been successful in implementing the 
schools project, which has also seen its own challeng-
es as well. The activities under the schools project are 
implemented in four phases: 

 Personal growth workshop held with Educators 

 Sensitization on Gender and Sexuality with Educa-
tors 

 Workshop defining bullying, identifying early signs 
of victimization and ways in which to deal with 
students who bully 

 Drama performances looking at all of the social ills 
within schools, this is done with students and edu-
cators.  

 

Even though an MOU was signed with the Depart-

ment of Education, the agreement was not honoured, 
but through the help of the Msunduzi Municipality, 
the Gay & Lesbian Network has reached 14 schools in 
2015 within PMB (25 performances).  

 

Sensitization workshops have been held with 7 grade 
10 classes in PMB and 1 peer leader group within 
Estcourt. The GLN drama group has played an essen-
tial role in community awareness. However, we have 
faced challenges with successfully mobilizing Life Ori-
entation educators for the purpose of sensitization. 

 

Through our partnership with ATTIC under the 
Msunduzi Municipality, GLN has also made great 
strides in ensuring that all accredited lay counsellors 
have been sensitized on LGBTI+ rights and issues and 
this has been a long standing relationship that has 
seen great success in the positive influencing of posi-
tive attitudes towards marginalized groups.  

 

With the new GLN strategy, we are now looking at 
moving to training stakeholders on a national level. 
According to our revised strategy, we aim to work 
directly with nursing colleges, SAPS training colleges 
as well as teacher training colleges to better combat 
the issue of secondary victimization before our stake-
holders are placed in communities.  

 

GLN has also developed a Gender and Sexuality Train-
ing manual that we hope to include in the training 
school curriculums.  

 

Tracey Madlala  

Creating an Enabling Environment Coordinator 

March 2018 

The Creating an Enabling Environment programme conducting training on Gender & Sexuality.  
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Health        
Programme 
 

The Health programme is striving to increase 
knowledge about Sexual Health and wellbeing of 
LGBTIQA+ amongst LGBTIQA+ individuals, healthcare 
service providers and support structures. 

 

Elements of Health have been part of Gay & Lesbian 
Network’s Outreach Programme. Since 2012, we have 
worked closely with the ICAP MOSAIC Men’s Health 
Initiative.  

 

The men who have sex with men (MSM) programme 
objective was to better the sexual health, service pro-
vision and access to health services to prevent new 
infection incidences around the UMgungundlovu Dis-
trict. Service offered by this initiative include: 

 Recruiting potential MSM clients 

 Risk profiling  

 Providing HIV Counselling and Testing  

 Referring them to the nearest clinic 

 Condom distribution  

 Health related workshops 

In 2014, a new programme came on board ‘Sexual and 

Reproductive Health Rights’ (SRHR), funded by THE 
Aids Foundation of South Africa (AFSA).  The SRHR 
Programme focused on educating people about the 
Sexual Health & Reproductive Rights focused on Sec-
tion 27: 

  Everyone has the right to access to 

  Health care services, including reproductive 
health  care 

  Sufficient food and water; and  

  Social security, including, if they unable to sup-
port  themselves and their dependents, ap-
propriate  social assistance. 

The state must take reasonable legislative and other 
measures, within its available resources, to achieve 
progressive realisation of each of these rights, such as 
no one may be refused emergency medical treatment. 

 

This programme looked at all factors that perpetrate 
the escalating of HIV epidemic for example: political 
structures, traditional structures, economic factor, 
and how cultural beliefs influence the mentality of our 
communities in terms of HIV. 

 

Then Health Programme was born as an independent 
programme in order to give adequate attention to the 
sexual health issues. 

 

In 2017, Terre Des Hommes Schweiz funded a new 
project entitled ‘My Body, My Rights, My Responsibil-

The Health Programme team distributes  commodities to the local clinics in and around the  Umgungundlovu 

District. Such commodities include external and internal condoms, as well as personal lubricants. 
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ity.’ This project was structured to cover areas around KwaZulu Natal, aiming at forming five Peer Community 
Educators, who would serve as ambassadors in their communities. They received capacity building from Gay & 
Lesbian Network (GLN), and were enrolled in basic counselling courses to equip them to better handle arising 
issues.  

 

Current existing Health project  
 

 

Objective 1 Objective 2 Objective 3 Objective 4 

To reach a total of 480 LGBTI 
youth with monthly treat-
ment literacy workshops and 
quarterly health awareness 
campaigns 

To conduct quarterly sensiti-
zation training to 80 clinical 
staff on gender and sexuali-
ty , reaching 10 health care 
staff each quarter. 

To provide a comprehensive 
package  of services  to a 
minimum of 50 victims and/
or HIV+ LGBTI+ beneficiaries 
in the uMgundgundlovu dis-
trict, which includes face-to-
face and  telephonic counsel-
ling, support groups, medical 
referrals and legal assistance. 

To purchase and install pilot 
programmes that will train 
staff on an information man-
agement system to track the 
organisation’s services. 

The Health Programme team raising awareness of the rights of the LGBTI+ community with in local communities 

and their various stakeholders. 

CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

 Treatment literacy workshops to LGBTI+ youth 

 Condom distribution to the project’s direct bene-

ficiaries 

 Awareness events for LGBTI+ youth 

 Clinical sensitization 

 Support groups 

 Gender Based Violence & Hate Crime workshops 

 Lay counselling through face to face and tele-

phonic 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

 Distributing commodities to 10 clinics around the 

Umgungundlovu district 

 Sensitizing clinics around SRHR  

 Paved easy access to the above clinics 

 Trained general community on their sexual health 

rights and LGBTI+ sexual health 

 Gay & Lesbian Network’s offices is a commodity 

collection spot  

 Transgender individuals can now access hormo-

nal therapy from Edendale Hospital and Greys 

Hospital. 
Sphelele Msthiba  

Health Coordinator 

March 2018 
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Research  
Programme 
 

The Gay & Lesbian Network’s new research team has 

been involved in research that explored the complexi-

ties of same-sex relationships between men in South-

ern Africa and how this effects on the fight against 

HIV. 

 

Researchers used focus group discussions, in-depth 

interviews and online surveys to access the experienc-

es of more than 600 men who have sex with men 

(MSM) who are in some form of same-sex relation-

ship. 

 

The Gay & Lesbian Network, in partnership with the 

Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC) and Positive 

Vibes in Namibia, conducted the study; which yields 

significant insights into the HIV risk taking behaviour, 

prevention and treatment needs of male-male part-

nerships in Southern Africa. 

 

Of those surveyed through mobile technology, 95% 

identified as gay, 94% said they had a sexual agree-

ment and 78% said they were in a monogamous rela-

tionship. Only 33% had heard of PrEP and 2% are cur-

rently taking it.  The results revealed a low use of HIV 

prevention interventions and high levels of risky sexu-

al behaviour, as well as high levels of stigma around 

both sexuality and HIV. 

 

In cases where both partners reported high levels of 

stigma, frequent substance use, and poor communica-

tion skills, there was a significantly lower knowledge 

of HIV prevention and they were less likely to use con-

doms with each other or with outside partners. 

 

The results were generally exacerbated for the Na-

mibian couples, where same-sex relationships are 

criminalised. The researchers said the study shows the 

need to implement MSM-focused couples’ services 

that can address issues such as stigma and relation-

ship dynamics (e.g. communication), to increase HIV 

prevention and treatment. 

 

Among 18 couples interviewed, the majority said they 

had some form of sexual agreement with their part-

ner; either implicit (not directly expressed) or explicit-

ly communicated. The formation of and adherence to 

sexual agreements has been reported to relate to 

higher levels of trust, communication and commit-

ment within relationships. However, participants de-

scribed communicating sexual agreements as difficult. 

 

Couples who have assumed sexual agreements, and 

suspect infidelity, test for HIV more frequently and 

use condoms more consistently within the relation-

ship. Where couples had explicit agreements, a few 

described open relationships with female outside 

partners only. A Namibian participant commented, 

“He can sleep with other women but not with another 

man.” 

 

A few participants implied that the more dominant 

partner, sometime referred to as “the top” might 

seek outside partners. Discrepant agreements were 

also noted, wherein one participant in a couple de-

scribed having an explicit sexual agreement and the 

other an assumed monogamy. 

 

The researchers believe that interventions, through 

which couples may gain the necessary skills to discuss 

and create agreements about sex with outside part-

ners, may reduce the impact of HIV. 

 

In interviews with 27 MSM couples, respondents relat-

ed experiences at public health facilities which drove 

them to hide their identity or seek services elsewhere. 

These showed how negative experiences, and the 

fear of repeating them, inhibits MSM from exercising 

their right to access available services intended to re-

duce the transmission of HIV. 

 

The negative experiences most reported were hostili-

ty and judgemental attitudes towards same-sex desire 

and behaviour by health-care workers. Participants 

suggested that inadequate sensitisation training and 

ignorance about creating same-sex friendly spaces or 

providing services appropriately was the cause. 

 

Participants also experienced health-care facilities as 

‘straight spaces’, where attitudes consistent with the 
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assumption of heterosexuality as the norm was a bar-

rier inhibiting MSM, without a word being spoken. 

This made them feel that they needed to ‘act straight’ 

before they could access services or even have the 

courage to enter health-care facilities.  

 

Disclosure of same-sex desire and practices to public 

health-care workers was low, and many reported pre-

ferring health-care services at NGOs catering for MSM. 

This limits MSM’s access to services like PrEP (pre-

exposure prophylaxis), screening for HIV and other 

STIs, and treatment for HIV.  

 

They suggested that ‘queering the space’ through 

concerted efforts to integrate and strengthen appro-

priate, gender-focused curriculum at tertiary level and 

within in-service training/orientation of civil servants, 

could lead to health-care being delivered more accept-

ingly, allowing for more inclusive, professional treat-

ment. 

 

Poor mental health caused by stress can lead MSM to 

engage in higher HIV-risk behaviour, including having 

unprotected sex, multiple sexual partners and sub-

stance abuse.   

 

The study found that counteracting these stressors by 

building healthy coping mechanisms could reduce HIV 

transmission. Minority stress is chronic stress experi-

enced by a stigmatised minority group, such as MSM 

exposed to homophobic social environments. 

 

Twenty-seven MSM couples in both countries report-

ed similar stressors despite legal protections for MSM 

in South Africa not existing in Namibia. Minority stress 

in MSM was examined during in-depth interviews to 

learn more about their coping mechanisms. 

 

Defence mechanisms included denial, concealing sex-

ual orientation and pretending to be straight, to re-

duce pressure to conform. Substances were often 

used to lessen inhibitions when exploring sexuality 

and reduce pain during intercourse.  

 

MSM couples experience similar challenges to oppo-

site-sex couples including communication difficulties, 

infidelity, and abuse. However, the different context 

increases MSM’s susceptibility to anxiety and fear of 

discrimination. Consequently, MSM may rely heavily 

on their partner’s emotional support.  

 

Regular challenges are exaggerated by the hostile en-

vironment in which MSM must live and love. Good 

mental health is critical to healthy coping mecha-

nisms, said the researchers, who offered four strate-

gies that could help MSM deal with minority stress. 

 

These include developing open communication to fos-

ter commitment and relationship planning. Secondly, 

clearly defined sexual agreements could reduce risks 

associated with infidelity. 

Nomhle Soni 

Research Coordinator  

March 2018 
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Drama Project: 
The Rainbow 
Theatre Group 
 

Using art for advocacy and activism is the main focus 
for the drama group; hence the group is constantly 
exploring new artistic forms of creating work that 
compliments all the programmes of the Gay & Lesbian 
Network.  

 

In spite of the year being a challenging one for the 
Rainbow Theatre Group due to funding constraints, 
the receipt of a grant from the Other Foundation as-
sisted with keeping the programme afloat.  

 

The year also saw the group evolving and growing 
and unfortunately, having to withdraw from the Na-
tional Arts Festival (Fringe) due to the lack of funds. 
To use theatre as a vehicle for starting conversations 
and dialogues on social issues through the use of 
different art forms. 

  

The rehearsal process is one of the most important 
processes of the Rainbow Theatre Group. This process 
allows for conversations and debate amongst the per-
formers before the actual creation process begins.  

 

For most performers, this is the most exciting activity 
as they get to create the story with the director and 
somehow get a sense of ownership of the story.  

 

This allows the performers to unconsciously include 
their own stories in the production, which makes it 
authentic and real for both the performers and the 

audience that will see the work. Our intent is to create 
productions that will start conversations. 

 

One of the productions that went through a rigorous 
rehearsal process and was performed in several work-
shops and events is the Safe Spaces production. The 
production is a collection of the drama performer’s 
stories which look into how culture, tradition and reli-
gion have played a role in the discrimination of LGBTI 
people in our communities. 

 

 The Rainbow Theatre Group’s first step into the GLN 
new strategy was to facilitate and advocate through 
drama workshops for the Impiloyami LGBTI Forum. It 
focused on storytelling and using art for advocacy. It 
also included a performance by the Rainbow Theatre 
Group that was followed by a discussion that looked 
at the themes raised in the performance. 

   

The Rainbow Theatre Group also performed at work-
shops organized by the Kwa-Zulu Natal Christian 
Council for church leaders, in which the drama group 
worked closely with our other programmes who facili-
tated a workshop before the drama performance. 

  

The workshops looked at hate crimes, gender & sexu-
ality, what it means to be homosexual, what the con-
stitution says about the rights of LGBTI people, Chap-
ter 9 institutions and the marginalisation of LGBTI 
people in churches. The workshops allowed healthy 
and respectful discussions between church leaders, 
theologians and LGBTI+ people.  

 

The Gay & Lesbian Network has participated in a num-
ber of dialogues with church leaders, traditional heal-
ers and traditional leaders over the years and these 
dialogues are always insightful and a necessity to our 
community.  The Rainbow Theatre Group performed a 
production titled Churches & Homophobia, which at-
tempted to appeal to the audience’s conscience. 

The Rainbow Theatre Group doing a performance at the Human Sciences Research Council in Sweetwaters.  
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The year 2017 also saw a collaboration between our 
RTG and Zanele Muholi at the Durban Art Gallery, the 
opening of Zanele Muholi’s Homecoming Exhibition in 
Durban. This collaboration had been building overtime 
with the RTG artistic director collaborating with Muholi 
in Ohio, London and New York. 

  

The Rainbow Theatre group plays an important role in 
the organization with its artistic element to the pro-
grammes and the group creates a space for partici-
pants in communities to freely engage on social issues.  

  

The RTG performed in Pietermaritzburg (CBD) at one 
of the shoots arranged by the European Union (EU), 
which sent a film crew from Fireworx Media to make a 
short film about GLN and the work we do. The process 
took a few days and focused mostly on Sphelele 
Msthiba as an LGBTI+ traditional healer in training.  The 
Rainbow Theatre Group’s performance in town drew 
an audience of passers-by and was a great success. We 
are very pleased that the organization is being recog-
nised for the work that it has been doing over the 
years. 

  

The work that is done by the organization and how the 
Rainbow Theatre Group has managed to tactically infil-
trate spaces that have been closed off to the move-
ment and how the group strategically uses art for ad-
vocacy and activism. This is part of promoting the in-
volvement in the arts and introducing other organiza-
tions to finding new ways to use art for advocacy. 

  

As part of the organization’s new strategy, the drama 
group is partaking in workshops and training that will 
equip them with different skills in the arts and skills 
that will be beneficial to the performers as advocates 
of LGBTI+ rights and human rights.  

 

The Gay & Lesbian Network and KZN Christian Council  
have formed an emergent partnership. This partner-
ship has included a handful of local workshops and a 
provincial dialogue that saw an extended invitation to 
provincial church leaders, churches and LGBTI+ individ-
uals and the drama group presented their work, a pro-
duction entitled Churches and Homophobia. 

 

The drama group has also taken part in the Health Pro-
gramme workshops. The workshops are aimed at inte-
grating the LGBTI+ community into community dia-
logues and looking at Sexual Reproductive Health 
Rights of LGBTI+ people and health rights in general. 
This is a crucial stage for our drama group to grasp as 
much information as possible, which will assist with 
making the creation process easier and faster. 

 

The drama group also participated in Conflict Resolu-
tion Workshops that started with the drama perfor-
mances that sparked the conversations and the work-
shop ensued right after the performance. The work 
included a number of scenarios that involved conflict.  

 

All the scenarios were workshopped in the rehearsal 
process. The drama performers participated in finding 
the topics that are relevant and that could create con-
flict and the topics did not have to specifically focus on 
the LGBTQI community. The performances only fo-
cused on three scenarios and not all workshopped sce-
narios were part of the performance.   

 

The drama group’s participation in a number of work-
shops throughout the year has helped immensely with 
grooming these young performers.  

Thobeka Bhengu 

Artistic Director– Rainbow Theatre Group 

March 2018 

The Rainbow Theatre Group performing a skit about bullying at a school in order to curb the bullying rate.  
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ANNUAL REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 28 
FENRUARY 2017 
 

We have audited the Annual Financial Statements of Gay and Lesbian Network for the year ended 28 February 
2017, and confirm that we have given the Gay and Lesbian Network a “clean” Audit Report dated 4 September 
2017.   

 

1. Income Statement – GLN received a total of R 4 831 153 in grant income, and increased its funding by 37.8%. 
GLN increased its program cost spending by 45.28% to R 3 699 037. GLN recorded a deficit for the year, af-
ter sundry income of R 321 154 and operating expenses of R 1 646 343, of R 193 073, which was funded by 
its reserves. 

2. Balance Sheet – GLN has total assets of R 3 535 265 made up of a loan to the Rainbow Trust of R 1 851 176 
and current receivables of R 1 684 089, of which the bank balance is R 1 603 593. GLN liabilities at year end 
are R 16 007, and has reserves of R 3 519 258. 

3. GLN maintained its investments into the following projects: 

a. Creating and enabling environment 

b. Research programme 

c. Health programme 

d. Outreach programme – efforts in expanding this area resulted in significant funding being allocated here. 
 

These programs were funded by income from Aids Foundation of South Africa, Community Chest, European 
Union, First Rand Foundation, French Embassy, Heinrich Boell, Human Science Research Council, ICAP, National 
Arts, National Lottery, OUT, Open Society Foundation, Terre des Hommes Schweiz, and US Embassy.  

Colenbrander  

Registered Auditors / Charted Accountants  

Anthony Waldhausen – Director of Gay & Lesbian Network (left) and Qiniso Nonjabulo Ntuli – Finance Officer of 

Gay & Lesbian Network (right) accept the generous donation from Mark Butler (centre) on behalf of GLN.  
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The Gay & Lesbian Network (GLN) aims to create 
a non-discriminatory, supportive and accepting 
society in which members of all communities are 
uplifted and developed.   

 

We invite you to support our mission of ensuring 
optimum commitment and services for the uplift-
ment and recognition of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexu-
al, Transgender, Intersex (LGBTI) communities.   

 

Imagine, for a moment, you had the power to 
transform the life of even one person for the bet-
ter.   It can take months, even years, to turn a per-
son’s life around and help them to become inde-
pendent and in control of their life.   

 

Our programmes help foster equality, acceptance 
and respect, which can make a huge difference in 
someone's life.  

 

At Gay & Lesbian Network, we have been finding 
creative ways in which to raise funds for our pro-
grammes, which are crucial to this process.  

 

You can now become a member of the GLN and 
have free access to our resource centre, which is 
full of books and films that focus on LGBTI+ is-
sues.   

We now also boast a bequest programme, by 
which you may choose to include GLN in your liv-
ing legacy, but adding GLN to your will.   

 

In terms of Section 4 (h) of the Estate Duty Act, a 
bequest to a public benefit organisation is ex-
empt from tax in terms of section 10(1)(cN) of the 
Income Tax Act and is deductible for estate duty 
purposes.   

 

GLN is also a registered  public benefit organisa-
tion which is Tax Exempt and has Section 18A (1) 
status. Every cash donation you make to the Net-
work is tax deductible in terms of Section 18A (1) 
of the Income Tax Act 1962, as amended. 

 

Banking details:  

Bank: Nedbank 
Account name: Gay and Lesbian Network 
Account number: 1164430823 
Branch code: 13412500 

 

You can also visit our website for quick and easy 
donations via  

 

Please visit www.gaylesbian.org.za for more in-
formation 
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Special thanks to our donors 
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www.gaylesbian.org.za 

Physical Address: 19 Connaught 
Road, Scottsville,  

Pietermaritzburg, 3201  
 

Telephone: +2733 342 6165 

 

Email: info@gaylesbian.org.za 
 

 

Postal address: PO Box 100969, 
Scottsville, 3209,  

Pietermaritzburg 

For free counselling call our Helpline number on 

086 033 3331 or SMS “HELP” to 079 891 3036 

and we will call you back. 

Helpline operates from 9am-4pm, Monday to Friday. 

mailto:info@gaylesbian.org.za

